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FRANCE - Initiatives in favour of the documentary movie
Network federating numerous initiatives

PARIS, 05.09.2016, 15:45 Time

USPA NEWS - In travel on August 25, in the general States of the documentary movie, to Lussas ( Ardèche), Audrey Azoulay
announced the launch, from this year, of a network federating the numerous initiatives around the promotion and around the
distribution of the documentary everywhere in FRANCE

In travel on August 25, in the general States of the documentary movie, to Lussas ( Ardèche), Audrey Azoulay announced the launch,
from this year, of a network federating the numerous initiatives around the promotion and around the distribution of the documentary
everywhere in FRANCE.

Audrey Azoulay, Minister of Culture and Communication, went to the general States of the documentary of Lussas, to attend the
presentation of the new video on demand service by subscription Tënk, thrown by the teams of Ardèche Images.

The Secretary laid the foundations of the new building of the Information center, the centre of resources intended for the professionals
and for the enthusiasts of the documentary. On the occasion of this travel, the Secretary participated in the return of the works of
studios devoted to the stakes in the documentary creation. She asserted the support of the Government for the documentary of
creation, look of author, space of freedom so fragile as essential.

The Secretary announced, besides, the launch, from this year, of a network federating the numerous initiatives around the promotion
and around the distribution of the documentary everywhere in France, as the documentary Village to Lussas, the Film library of
Toulouse, the house of the image and the video in Strasbourg, ECLA in Aquitaine, Ty Films to Mellionnec, the network of the media
libraries of Montpellier Mediterranean Sea Métropole and the Counter of the Doc in Rennes and including the creation of a new place
of distribution within the Public Information Library ((BPI) in the Centre Pompidou.

This new network will lean on the vitality and the dynamism of the actors of the sector to value better and promote the immense wealth
of the heritage and the documentary creation. Organized since 1989 by Ardèche Images and his partners of the documentary Village
of Lussas, the general States establish a unique place of debates, exchanges and meetings with the public.
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